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CAID CALENDAR
 Oct 3 to 8: GREAT WESTERN WAR!
 Oct 14: Leif Erickson Tourney, Calafia
 Oct 20: Harvest Feast and
Arts, Carreg Wen
 Oct 20: Queens Champion
Archery, Angels
 Oct 20: Pirate Tourney, Nordwache
 Oct 27 Dreiburgen Anniversary
 Oct 28: Agincourt: Altavia
 Nov 3-4: Coronation &
Queen’s Champion, Starkhafn

Greetings Wintermist!
Soon a new year will be upon us, and with the new year will come a slew of events that
must be run. Have you ever considered autocrating an event? It can oft times be a
daunting, but extremely educational and rewarding experience, and in my opinion is
one of the most important ways in which we can serve not only our shire, but the kingdom as well. I would love to see people who have never run events take a stab at it,
but I know that such a thing can be intimidating, so I’ve come up with an idea to assist
in alleviating such nerves, it’s called ‘adopt an autocrat’. That means that a veteran of
such activities would take someone that had never run an event and help them
through the process step by step, be available to dispense advice and ideas, and check
in on your adoptee from time to time to make sure they are on the right track. We’ve
got several events scheduled for this year, they are as followed;
 Newbie Knockabout: 4/6/13 (the only event that already has a volunteer to autocrat as well as a mentor)
 Wintermist Anniversary: 5/18/2013,
 Wintermist Games Tourney: 6/29/2013,
 3.5 Baronies Event 9/7/2013, and
 Wintermist Tourney and Yule 11/30/2013.
Please contact me if you are interested in running any of the remaining four events. If
we don’t have an autocrat, then we have to cancel the event, because as seneschal I
am not supposed to run events myself, so it’s up to you guys.
~Kali Raqs Xahar

GWW Feast!!!

WINTERMIST CALENDAR
 Oct 10: Informal Shire Business Meeting Tony’s Pizza on
Mt. Vernon Ave 7:00 pm
 Oct 16: Officer Meeting, Ogre
House
 Oct 18: Meeting of the Flourish
 Oct 20: Wood/Metal workers
Fellowship meeting
 Oct 23: Illumination meeting
 Oct 25: Bardic Practice at
Brendan’s house
 Oct 26: Newsletter Articles
Due
 Oct 27-28: Demo at Mill
Creek Park, Medieval Faire
 Sundays at 10 am Fighter
Practice at Patriot’s Park

If you have not heard: the Shire is having a potluck at GWW on Friday night at
6:30 PM. There are many wonderful dishes being prepared by the fine folk of
Wintermist. If you are able to join us, and have yet to sign up do not worry. If
you show up with a dish (main, side or dessert) we will let you in! If you have
any questions, contact Stacey of Wintermist on Facebook or the chronicler privately for Stacey's contact information.

From the Chronicler

Readers should notice that in the margins, this issue is chock full of camping advice—
Something I hope to continue in future newsletters. All tidbits were given to me from
members of the shire, some tidbits were given to me from several members! Hopefully
these find everyone in a timely fashion for Great Western War. Thanks again to everyone for their submissions, stories and recipes. Much like the SCA, this newsletter is the
way it is because of you and your welcome contributions!
~A’isha al-Raqqasa
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October Heralds Report
By Manus leDragonier, Wintermist Pursuivant

Camping Tips: Empty
juice or 2-liter
bottles can be
filled with water,
frozen overnight
and used in place
of ice in your ice
chest. And as they
melt—you have cold
drinking water!
You can also premake stew or soup,
freeze and use as a
cold source,
they'll thaw in
time for dinner at
war.

September was a busy month for the Wintermist Flourish with twelve submissions to the
College of Heralds and Knewby Knockabout to work at. I want to thank all of the local heralds who helped with the event- Lord Lothar with the lists (on his birthday!) and to Arghdal,
Ylva and Stephanie who worked the field so well during the tournament. Mention must
also be made of Estrith Rasmusdottir who helped with both courts and has been appointed
as personal herald to the Baroness of Nordwache.
By the time you may be reading this Great Western War should be in full swing. I
mention this because if there are any of you who have not decided upon a name and/or
device the war is a great time to get some really good help and advice with picking those
out. Really some of the best heralds in the Known World will be in attendance and giving
of their time and experience to help you with heraldic matters. Heraldic consultation will
be in the Arts & Sciences area next to the merchants during the war on Friday and Saturday. Please stop bye.
While you are at the war be sure to stop by the Wintermist encampment which
you will find by looking for the pavilion with the three red snowflakes atop it. Thanks to
THL Beatrice Mackelli the shire pavilion now bears a panel with the shire emblem for all to
see. Our campsite now has an identity to make it easier to find (except at night). And if
you look for our camp after dark you will find it by the music and laughter as always.
We have registered the Company of the Gillyflower and the Company of the
Vane as names for the Shire acknowledgements for service and fighting respectively.
Members of either group will be known as companions. By contrast the arts acknowledgement will remain as a guild member for the Guild of the Lyre Or. There is a separate article
that lists all of the shire acknowledgements and the specifics for which each is given.
Submissions to the College of Heralds for this month should be turned in to the
heralds no later than October 15th for processing. Please remember to sign completed
forms and include payment if it is required. That is $8.00 for an name or device or badge
by itself or $15.00 for a name and device together. You can now fill out the name form
online then print it out to sign. All of the forms are found on the kingdom site under the
heralds office.

News from the Fellowships
Clothiers: The Pre-GWW field trip to F&M’s was a great success. 10 of us showed up, shopped quite quickly, got loads of expert
advice from Lady Tahira and Lady Beatrice and most went out to dinner after and continued our conversation.
A big Thank You to Lady Tahira and Lady Beatrice, your help was much appreciated.
I am happy to say that the owners of F&M’s have just received a large order of quite lovely fabrics that all SCAers will be
interested in. They had just brought things in but had not fully unloaded yet when we were there.
Please remember that we are not having a scheduled meeting in October as we shall all meet up at GWW instead. If anyone wants to discuss anything garb related you can find me anytime I'm free, and I've found that pretty much any of us is willing to
talk on that subject any time at all.
While shopping, and lusting after some garb that Tahira had brought with her, the question of making Persian garb came
up with the result that she is helping me and Varina make patterns as the next scheduled meeting in November. Anyone else who
is interested in making some of this fun, versatile and practical garb please join us on Nov. 11th. Any further information will be
posted on the Clothiers and Wintermist facebook pages.
~Estrith Rasmusdatter , chancellor for the Clothiers Fellowship
String: October’s meeting will be cancelled due to war and other commitments, however, there are a ton of fiber arts demonstrations and classes going on at GWW this year, so try and attend what seems interesting and in November we can reconvene and talk
about what everyone has learned. ~A’isha, Chancellor for the Fellowship of the String.
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Ragnarok: The final destiny of the gods
By Michael of Berwick Upon Tweed
Three Cocks crow the day
The Sun and her sister are swallowed by the Wolves that follow
The Winter wind blows and blows and blows again
Among men all oaths are broken

Camping tips: When
preparing to sleep at
night—change into clean
clothes, you will stay

The earth shudders, the waves crash upon the shores, Jörmungandr writhes
The bonds are broken
In the frozen wastes of Niflheim the giants roar
Surtr advances from Muspelheim, his sword the sun
Fenrir howls his jaws touch earth and sky
Nagifar sets sail upon the poisoned sea, Loki at the helm

warmer!

Cheap Fire starter:
That old drier lint can

The sky disgorges the Sons Muspell across the breaking Bifrost bridge
Heimdallr blows his horn
Gods and Einherjar to Vigrid go

make great tinder to
start a fire.

Odin in armor golden bright
Fenrir swallows him whole
Brave Víðarr rips the wolf asunder
Alas the All Father is no more

Wear earplugs at night
if you want to sleep
before the drumming and

Thor with Mjolnir in his good right hand
bests the Midgard serpent
nine short steps are his last
Heimdallr comes to battle, sword in hand
Loki turns to face him
well matched the battle rages
they lie on the field no more
Surtr in victory swings his burning sword
The nine worlds burn
The Gods come to Iðavöllr's field
Víðarr and Váli untouched by Surtr's flames
Móði and Magni with their farther's hammer
Baldr and Höðr released from Hel
Playing games with the golden pieces of the Æsir

revelry stop.

Arts & Science Challenges:
Stag Quarter





October: Submit an entry to the
GWW A&S Competition
November: Books & Scroll Binging; Games and Toys
December: Open Fiber Arts (Non
-Costume) & Food Challenge - to
be announced in November

From the wood of Hoddmímis holt
Líf and Lífþrasir come
Sipping of the Morning dew
From them the world will be reborn

Metalworkers: Greetings to the Metal Workers. GWW will soon past and things are cooling down outside. If you remember to
take notes on what you found at GWW and want to make one, just bring your notes to the next Metal Workers Meeting and let's
make some noise! Third Saturday of October, 10:00 a. m.
Galen deLeon Chancellor for the Metal Workers Fellowship
Culinary: There will be a meeting at Sunday practice first week of November for culinary fellowship. The topic is feast prep and tips.
All are welcome! ~Tahira, Chancellor for the Culinary Fellowship
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A Brief History of Wintermist Acknowledgements
By Manus leDragonier

Camping Tips: When
sleeping in colder
weather—be sure to
have plenty of
layers underneath

Through the rules of this game we play called the SCA our group cannot give out awards since we do
not have titular head (Baron/Baroness). This rule is based on the idea that larger groups are more sustaining and the smaller groups- shires, colleges and forts tend to have a shorter life due to the types of
people that make these up. And if they “grow up” they will become baronies with proper leadership of
a feudal nature and not embarrass everyone with weirdly democratic ideas.
Well twenty-four or five years later some shires are still making rude gestures (in good fun of
course!) at the upper class! We did invent the game “Loot the Knight” which did not spread as far as
we hoped but nobody was hung so I guess it was a wash. And as a shire we do have
“acknowledgements” for the actions of our populace which are much like the awards given by the
heads of baronies. Awards given by Their Majesties are always good. Listed below are our “attaboys”
and a brief history of each in the approximate order they were developed.



you! The ground
sucks up the warmth




and makes you
colder.

Take sunscreen,
mosquito/fly
protection. Spray
fly spray in your




tent just before
you settle in for
the night to get
rid of any
mosquitoes that may
have entered during
the day... Or dryer
sheet work to help



Guild of the Lyre Or: this is given for artistic accomplishment. This was established at the same
time as the Gillyflower. As with kingdom level arts awards you can receive more than one for different artistic efforts.
Company of the Gillyflower: this is given for service to the shire.
Flake of Wintermist: this is a special acknowledgement of people who are not members of the
shire, who has been of extraordinary service to the Shire. The first recipients were the merchant
duo of Tinkers Workbench who came to all of our events for several years back in the dim past
when nobody else could be interested. Other recipients are Their Graces Garr and Rystal, Their
Excellencies Joe and Caroline, Baron Mahmud, Mistress Eilene and Lady Merit. Mistress Eilene left
the shire and moved to Atlantia and Merit moved to the East Kingdom. They are the only shire
members to receive this award. Flakes are never charged a site fee to attend a shire event or to
pay for a feast upon showing their award.
Heart of Wintermist: if you do a lot of stuff in a lot of areas for a long period of time and we don’t
know how to say thank you for your work- you can get one of these. In fact there have only been
three given through the years: Master Donn, Mistress Eilene and Lady Drishana.
Noble Touch (the): This is the acknowledgement of the most chivalrous person in the shire. The
award is given by the current holder to whoever they pick as the person who overall shows the
most gentile comportment. The symbol of this is a white glove carried by the person to whom it
has been given.
Company of the Vane: the newest acknowledgement from the shire is given for proficiency in any
of the martial arts.
DEMO ANNOUNCEMENT
On October 27-28, the Bakersfield Village Artisans' will be hosting their Annual Medieval Faire in Central
Park (aka Mill Creek Park) and have once again asked Wintermist to perform a demo showing off what
we do! Our fighting and arts displays help add to the medieval atmosphere of the weekend. The Faire
opens at 10am both days and there will be room for our pavilion and the eric by the fence.
FYI: Security will be present overnight if people plan to do both days and want to leave the pavilion up.

repel those
annoying pests.

From the Lysts
We have had a great year regarding lysts. We have had five spectacular events this year, including
Spring Crown, all of which have been a great success, even without my help since the Lysts, in all but
one event, were run by someone else! And the one that Wintermist did run, Knewbie, my marvelous
assistant did most of the work, since I was autocrating. Many Thanks Lothar. It has been a pleasure to
see more people coming out to Wintermist to enter our tournaments, which shows that we are starting to get our name out to the general populous. Keep up the good work folks, spread our name where
you can.
Katherine of Hornechurch
Lysts Mistress
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Chirurgeon’s Pulled Pork
This is a pulled pork recipe you can do in your cast iron Dutch Oven. If you don’t
have one of these magical devices, go get one. They have them at WalMart for
under $40 and your life will never be the same. Just put the newsletter down,
and go get it.
Ingredients:
1
Pork Butt Roast [aka: Pork Shoulder] - averages 4-5 lbs
1 Cup
Dr. Pepper (Chirurgeon, get it?)
1/3 Cup
Worcestershire Sauce
1/2 Cup
Apple Juice
1-2 Cups
BBQ Sauce (to taste, and it better be Sweet Baby Ray’s)
Dry Rub:
1 Cup
1 tsp
1 tbsp
1 tbsp
2 tsp
1 tbsp
1/2 tsp

Brown Sugar
Salt (plus 1/2 tsp for salting at the end)
Black Pepper
Garlic Powder
Chili Powder
Dry Mustard
Ground Cumin

Directions:
 Combine Dry Rub ingredients.
 Rub that meat.
Seriously, don’t be stingy here. Coat the entire roast, and then massage the spices and
sugar into the meat. Then, do it some more. Try to use all of the rub. The pork will look ridiculous, just deal with it. Store it in a zip lock bag or plastic wrap, for one full day.
 Preheat oven 400ºF
If cooking over campfire, get a lot of coals ready and be prepared to get more coals ready in
a starter chimney, because you will be cooking for 4.5 hours and will need hot coals
throughout the cooking process.
 Pour Worchestershire, Dr. Pepper, and Apple Juice down the SIDES of the Dutch Oven.
Place roast in Dutch Oven. Do not pour these liquids on the dry rubbed meat. We want the
spices to release their goodness under heat while attached to the pork, not while stewing at
the bottom of the pot.
 Cook that butt!
[Oven] Cover tightly with lid, and place in oven. Immediately turn heat down to 225ºF.
Roast for 4 hours without opening the door.
[Coals] Position the Dutch Oven so that the legs are standing on a bed of coals, but not
where the coals are touching the bottom of the pot itself. This is important. Direct coal
contact with the bottom of the pot will likely result in burning. After you’ve placed the pot
on the fire, distribute a dozen or more coals onto the lid. Replace coals every hour, cook for
4-5 hours.
 Prep that butt!
After 4-5 hours of cooking, check for fork tender “pull-apart” goodness. If you’re there,
move roast from pot to a platter.
 Reduce, Sauce & Serve!
Return Dutch Oven to heat (uncovered) and reduce juices until they’ve gone down by
about half the volume. (about 5-10 minutes) Add 1/2 tsp of salt to juices. This is a vital step
for flavoring the meat and making it absorb the juices properly. Pour reduced juices over
pork, add BBQ sauce, and begin pulling the pork apart with forks or your gloved hands. (will
be insanely hot – be careful)

Camping Tip: Avoid
that awkward hunt
for light when you
enter your tent at
night. Get yourself
a solar light (the
$$ stores sometimes
have them, very low
lighting, but
enough to see where
you are walking).
They stay lit for
about 6 hours and
as long as you
remember to
recharge them,
there is always
some low level
light in your tent.

Wintermist Officers
Seneschal: THL Kali Raqs Xahar

email: seneschal@sca-wintermist.org

Deputies: THL Tahira Al-Fahida and Lord Gwyon Pengrych
Arts & Science: Lord Da’ud ibn Ma’bad

email: arts@sca-wintermist.org

Deputy A & S: Lord Bolo Longcaster & THL Galen de Leon

Current Champion of

Chatelaine: Lady Elena verch Gwalchmai
Deputies: Estrith Rasmusdatter & Piroska Miklosne
Chirurgeon: Irma of Wintermist

Chronicler: Lady A’isha al-Raqqasa

Wintermist and Protector of
the Flock
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Deputy: THL Katherine of Hornechurch
Constable: Bjorn Inn Vikverski

Exchequer: Isobel Margaret Jonsdotir
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Deputy: Mari Inghean Cuan
Herald: Master Manus le Dragonier
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Deputy: a Flourish of Heralds
List Mistress: THL Katherine of Hornechurch email: lysts@sca-wintermist.org
Deputy: Lord Lothar von Schwartzschildt

Sir Helgi Hrafnfaedhir
Photo by Isha

Marshal: THL Ketill Olafsson
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Deputy: Lord Johnathon Sawyer
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Deputy: Kinson Ravenloft
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